Structural studies of SNARE complex and its interaction with complexin by molecular dynamics simulation.
Since neurotransmitter releasing into the synaptic space delivers electrical signals from presynaptic neural cell to the postsynaptic cell, neurotransmitter secretion must be much orchestrated. Crowded intracellular vesicles involving neurotransmitters present a question of the how secretory vesicles fuse onto the plasma membrane in a fast synchronized fashion. Complexin is one of the most experimentally studied proteins that regulate assembly of fusogenic four-helix SNARE complex to synchronized neurotransmitter secretion. We used MD simulation to investigate the interaction of complexin with the neural SNARE complex in detail. Our results show that the SNARE complex interacts with the complexin central helix by forming salt bridges and hydrogen bonds. Complexin also can interact with the Q-SNARE complex instead of synaptobrevin to decrease the Q-SNARE flexibility. The complexin alpha-accessory helix and the C-terminal region of synaptobrevin can interact with the same region of syntaxin. Although the alpha-accessory helix aids the tight binding of the central helix to the SNARE complex, its proximity with synaptobrevin causes the destabilization of syntaxin and Sn1 helices. This study suggests that the alpha-accessory helix of complexin can be an inhibiting factor for membrane fusion by competing with synaptobrevin for binding to the Q-SNARE complex.